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1 Overview 

1.1 Document Aims 

This document describes the syntax of a PRODML identifier. The concept of asset and component identifiers 
is pervasive within the PRODML Services Specifications.   

1.2 Terminology and Basic Concepts 

 The term currently as used in this document means 'at the time of publication of this document'.  

1.3 Style Guidelines 

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", 
"RECOMMENDED", "MAY" and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 
2119. (http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2119.txt). To distinguish between server and client requirements, these key 
words SHALL be prefaced with SERVER and/or CLIENT. 

2 PRODML Identifier 

A PRODML Identifier is a URI which provides a mechanism to identify an asset using compound identity. 

2.1 Scheme 

A PRODML URI is any URI that uses the PRODML URI scheme.  Practically, this means a sequence of 

characters that begins with the string “prodml:”.  The scheme-specific string that follows this prefix uniquely 

defines a component in a PRODML installation.  It has the form: 

prodml://authority/path 

The ABNF syntax (as defined by [RFC 2234]) for the above is: 

prodmlUri = “prodml:” [ “//” authority ] “/” path 

 

As with any URI, the scheme is not case sensitive. 

2.2 Authority 

This refers to the authority portion of a PRODML URI. This includes the “host” as defined by [RFC 3986]) 

but excludes the “userinfo” and “port”. Conceptually, its purpose is to identify an authoritative source for 

information about a PRODML URI.  Although this value may look like a host name and may indeed be a host, 
there is no assumption or requirement that it is an actual host or the address of an actual PRODML service of 
any sort or that it can be directly de-referenced as a web address.  In general, it is assumed that either 
configuration files or a PRODML service (such as the Shared Asset Model) would provide mapping between 
a named authority and other service endpoints. 

If an authority is present, it must begin with the character sequence “//” and is separated from the rest of the 
hierarchy part by a single “/”.  It is possible for a PRODML URI to have no authority part at all.  There is no 
reason that identifiers without an authority could not work well within a single installation if all cooperating 
services understood the meaning of the identifiers being passed. 

It is recommended, but not required, that the general host/subnet naming conventions of the DNS be used in 
identifying authorities with increasing universality.  For example: 

sam 

sam.aberdeen 

sam.aberdeen.company.com  

 

As with any URI, the authority is not case sensitive. 

2.2.1 Well Known Authorities 

http://www.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2119.txt
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc2234
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3986
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The authority can also be used to identify a well-known “naming system” associated with the identifier that is 
present in the URI. The intent is to allow for some flexibility and extensibility in this portion of the string. It is 
expected that vendors, operators, and standards bodies (e.g. Energistics) will agree on well-known naming 
systems as appropriate. These may be private or public and would be published as appropriate. The list of 
these naming systems is expected to be relatively short, relatively stable, and easily mapped to generic 
functionality in software components. 

The following names are reserved for use to designate specific well known authorities and naming systems. 

api
1
 

prodml://api/well(10-digit-code) 

prodml://api/wellbore(12-digit-code) 

prodml://api/completion(14-digit-code) 

Except for the above, this specification does not include any particular standards or conventions for the actual 
names of authorities.  They are entirely application and system-defined. 

2.3 Path 

Within the PRODML URI scheme the path string is that portion which follows the authority (as defined by 
[RFC 3986]). This portion of the string is designed to be extensible to handle operator, vendor and industry-
specific specializations of the naming syntax.  This portion of the URI is really the meat of the identifier and 
consists of two sub-parts which may recur.  Path portions begin with and are separated by a single forward 
slash “/”.  A leading slash is required following the PRODML scheme name (or authority).  The ABNF syntax 
of the path is as follows:  

path = path-part *( “/” path-part ) 

path-part = component-type [ “(” identifier “)” ]  

component-type = 1*( unreserved / pct-encoded )  

identifier = 1*( unreserved / pct-encoded ) 

Where authority, unreserved and pct-encoded are defined by [RFC 3986]. 

Unlike the scheme and authority, the path of a URI is case sensitive. 

2.3.1 Identifier 

The actual component name or id of the component is contained within parenthesis.  The identifier is not 
required in scenarios where the identity is fully defined by the type. For example, within the context of a 
wellbore there is only one bottomhole so an identifier is not needed. And there would generally only be one 
pressure meter at the bottomhole. 

prodml://sam.mycompany.com/well(123456)/wellbore(01)/bottomhole/pressure meter 

 

2.3.2 Component-type  

The source of facility types in the URI is the ReportingFacility enumeration in the PRODML data schema.  
This list can be augmented at a site or installation using the standard mechanism in PRODML/WITSML. The 
following list of types existed at the time of the release of this specification: 

block valve 
bottomhole casing 

choke 
cluster commercial entity 

company 
completion compressor 

controller 
controller -- lift county 

country 
field field - area 

                                                      
1 API Bulletin D12A - The API Well Number and Standard State and County Numeric Codes Including Offshore Waters. American 

Petroleum Institute. 1979. 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3986
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc3986
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field - group 
field - part flowline 

flow meter 
formation generator 

installation 
lease license 

manifold 
organizational unit packer 

perforated interval 
pipeline plant - processing 

platform 
production tubing pressure meter 

pump 
processing facility regulating valve 

reservoir 
separator sleeve valve 

state 
storage tank 

temperature meter 
template terminal 

trunkline 
tubing head turbine 

valve 
well group well 

wellbore 
wellhead zone 

 

The type unknown is explicitly forbidden in a PRODML URI. Component types must not contain open- 

parenthesis, closed-parenthesis or percent characters (encoded or otherwise).  For readability in this non-
URL syntax, a space is allowed for the component-type but it might be encoded in the string. Consecutive 
spaces must not be used. 

Reserved types 
In addition to the component types defined by ReportingFacility in the relevant version of the schema, the 
following special types are recognized: 

TAG 

The TAG type represents a single identifier which is generally unique within the context of a historian. It 

should not be used within the context of any other component-type and should only be used where the 
underlying component types are known or can be discovered via something like a SAM service. 

prodml://sam.myCompany.com/tag(1234567890abcdef) 

GUID 

The GUID type represents a globally unique identifier (e.g., a UUID). It should not be used within the context 
of any other component-type and should only be used where the underlying component types are known or 
can be discovered via something like a SAM service. 

3 PRODML Relative URI 

A few special cases exist where an identifier is defined within the context of another identifier. In this 
scenario, the authority is defined by the parent identifier and the path is relative to the parent path. The ABNF 
syntax is:  

prodmlRelativeUri = path 

For example, the following PRODML URI:  

prodml://sam.mycompany.com/well(123456)/wellbore(01)/bottomhole/pressure meter 

can be defined as a PRODML Relative URI within the context of a PRODML URI for the well.  

wellbore(01)/bottomhole/pressure meter 

Where the parent URI would be: 

prodml://sam.mycompany.com/well(123456) 

The parent URI defines the authority. A PRODML Relative URI is a special case and must not be used 
unless specifically allowed.  
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4 WITSML & Compound Identifiers 

Because the WITSML specification provides many of the data-objects intended to be transported by GDA, it 
is worthwhile to discuss exactly how WITSML objects will be identified using PRODML URIs.   

1. A WITSML Store should be considered an authority, for URI purposes.  Consistent with PRODML 
URI rules, the authority string may resemble or indeed be a host address, but there is no requirement 
or assumption that it be so.  It is recommended, but not required that authorities which refer to a 
WITSML store begin with the string “witsml.”. 

2. WITSML provides for both Uids and Names.  Uids values are unique within the server that provided 
them and are “opaque”.  Names may or may not be unique either within the WITSML server or in 
general.  These names may or may not be the same as or similar to other valid PRODML URIs for 
the data-objects, but when querying a GDA for an object in a WITSML store, using the WITSML 
authority, you must use Uids as PRODML Uris.  This does not mean that you cannot query by other 
names, just that they should not be supplied in Uid member of the query object. 

3. WITSML uses the concept of ‘Compound Identity’ where most objects are identified by a hierarchy 
several key values, only one of which is truly unique within the server.  The others are only unique 
within the context of the ‘parent’ identifier.  In virtually all cases, the hierarchy begins with well, 
followed by wellbore, followed by one more level (or two in some cases). 

4. Considering all the above, the canonical form for the path component of a PRODML URI that 
represents a WITSML object then is as follows (where the values in curly braces represent the 
content of corresponding attributes in the data-object schema): 

/well(uidWell)/wellbore(uidWellbore)/objectName(uid) 
 

where uidWell, uidWellbore and uid represent the values of those attributes and objectName 
represents the type of the dependent data-object (e.g., trajectory). 

5 Aliases in Process Historians 

The use of Aliases to define references to measurement points in process historians is somewhat unique to 
the world of near-real time operations and also deserves some specific treatment in terms of how PRODML 
URIs should be formed. 

Simplistically, an Alias is a logical identifier for a tag.  It does not identify anything in and of itself, but rather 
requires a combination of some other facility plus the alias to resolve to an actual tag or measurement value.  
In this sense, the use of aliases requires compound identity as described for WITSML objects above.  So we 
might write something like this: 

prodml://sam.mycompany.com/well(123456)/sensor(BottomHolePressure) 

to refer to a Tag name by its alias.  One of the common operations desired of the Shared Asset Model (SAM) 
is translate between references that use tags and references that use Aliases.  The response from a SAM 
query to do this might look like: 

prodml://osi.mycompany.com/tag(AA_12345_RT56) 

Examples 

prodml://witsml.mycompany.com/well(1231237) 
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